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Overshoes VISITOR 

Safety overshoes 
 

 
Caractéristiques 

 
- Visitor is a safety toe-cap overshoe made to protect 

visitors to industrial sites against crushed toes and 

impacts. Visitor’s toe-cap is made of 

aluminum/titanium alloy ( 50% lighter, but as resistant 

as steel ). With its Tiger Grip® anti-slip technology 

sole, you will easily walk on wet or greasy surfaces 

too.  

- Extra-light toe-cap with 200 Joules resistance. Meet 

the standards of EN ISO 12 568.  

- Sole with an outstanding grip coefficient thanks to  

Tiger Grip® technology. 

- Very light. 

- Ergonomy totally forgotten when it is worn. 

- Adaptable over all kinds of footwear, with our without 

heels thanks to the velcro-comfort strap.  

- Color-coded sizes to identify each size at a glance.  

- Functional storage : compact and packed in individual 

bags.  

 
Avantage 

 

Sizes and packing : 

VISITOR is available in 3 sizes, from 34 to 50 (EU sizes) , easy 

to identify thanks to the color-coded cap. 

- Blue for small sizes 

- Red for medium sizes 

- Green for big sizes 

 

 
A single glance to identify your size. 

Packed in individual bags : functional and easy storage. 

Certification : 

It even meets the requirements of the ISO EN 12568 

standards and has been tested to 200 joules, including 1500 

DaN compression. 

It meets the standards of EN ISO 12387 in repect to antislip 

properties : 

SRA* : 0.50 ( requirement : 0.32 ) 

SRB* : 0.32 ( requirement : 0.18 ) 

 S M XL 

Size 
34-38 
Blue 

39-43 
Red 

44-50 
Green 

Weight of a pair (kg) 0.5 0.6 0.75 

Weight of a box (kg) 8.8 8.75 8.4 

Number of pairs/box 16 14 10 

Box dimensions (cm) 39*26*31 39*26*31 39*26*31 
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